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Chapter 1
I NTRODUCT I ON
Fear of injury is a subject of Iittle discussion in current sports
literature. The paucity of information on this topic leaves those who
have high fear of injury and also those who deal with those individuals
at a loss. In examining fear of injury, the term fear must first be
defined. Fear is defined as an unpleasant emotional state characterized
by pain or great distress. l,/ebster (1981) def ines fear as "a feeling of
anxiety and agitation caused by the presence or nearness of danger, evil,
pain, etc."
Fear can be applied to many specific areas. The purpose of this
project is to discuss fear as it is related to athletic injury, that is,
fear of injury. Fear of injury is a fear which, when all other factors
indicate that an athlete is ready to perform a particular skill, keeps
the a+unlete from performing that skill. This fear can be beneficial if
it leads tc increased arousal, which can enhance performance as Iong as
it is unde: control (Kauss, 1980). The relationship of arousal to
qualit"v of performance is based on the "inverted-U" hypothesis proposed
by Yerkes and Dodscn in 1908 (Landers, 1980). This hypothesis states
thar increased leveis of arousal will enhance performance up to a certain
point, afier which furi-her increases in arousal urill lead to decrements
in qualrty of performance.
l"lhile ther^e is pi:riial for fear of injury to be beneficial by
increesing ar'-.usai , i-' . s nuch more I ikely to be detrimental. Fear is
a strong eiicti.on rtiid -eh= ar-cusal from fear cf injury nay be toc difficult
to ccntrci, l:a.!i:r, :c perrci'iience decrement. Athletes who are highly
arouse.i by :ir.:!r ; ,-,:' .;f in;ur;, 'r:ay be t,oo diSiraCterj by this fe,,f
2and actuaily increase their risk of being injured because of this
distraction. In order to understand fear of injury, fear must first
be examined and understood.
Acquisition of Fear
Fear is an acquired emotion. According to De Silva and Rachman
(1981), there are three pathways for the acquisition of fear. These
are (a) direct aversive experience, (b) vicarious acquisition, and (c)
information induced fear. In direct aversive experience, an individual
acquires fear through a threat stimulus. In fear of injury, an athlete
could acquire the fear through a previous injury. Vicarious acquisition
involves seeing or hearing of a threat stimulus to anoiher person. In
vicarious acquisi'uion of fear of injury, the athiete could acquire the
fear from seeing a teammate or other athlete injured. Fear produced by
information occurs when an individual hears or learns facts or myths
about the future fear object (e. g., the high incidence of knee injuries
in football). This information produces a fear state in the individual.
In fear of injury an athlete would most likely have heard how dangerous
the skill is, or of how another athlete was injured in a similar situation.
0nce pathways of fear acquisition are understood, it is necessary to
examine typical responses to fear.
Responses to Fear
Fear was originally seen as a lump emotion. As one became fearfrrl,
all the body systems were thought to respond at the same time and to
the same de-cree. l'1ore r"ecently, however, this all-or-none vier,v cf
fear has been supplanted by a multidimensional approach. The efi ects
of fear can be seen in three body systems--verbal/cognitive, beha'ricri
avoiCance, and ph;':iological (Hugdahl, 1981). Irt a Ciscus:ion r:i *ulie
three systems model, Hugdahl defined each system. The verbal/cognitive
is without a doubt the most ambiguous and difficult to define of the
three components. This component is composed of factors such as
self-labeled fear, worry and brooding, changes in mood, and unreality
of guilt. Athletes exhibiting fear of injury in the verbal/cognitive
realm would Iikely make remarks to themselves or others stating their
fear or expressing a feeiing of incompetence in the skill. The
behavior/avoidance component is seen in the amount of approach and
avoidance behavior exhibited by the fearful athlete. Most individuals
with a fear would Iikely have some degree of avoidance with the fear
object. Athietes who exhibit characteristics of this component would
be reiuctant to perform the skilI and might look like they are just
wasting time in unnecessary practice.
The third body system is physiological. This is the easiest
component to measure objectively, and has been a focus of much of past
research because of this fact. This component is demonstrated in heart
rate acceleration, increased svreat production, feelings of nausea, and
other indicants of physiological discord. In fear of injury, athletes
might experience sweaty palms, trembling, heart racing, a need to
urinate, or other similar physioiogicai signs. However, ease of
measurement of these physiological indicants of fear does not necessarily
impiy ease of interpretation. AIso, measurement of the physiological
ccmponent involves direct body contact with instruments, thus altering
the athlete' s envlrcnment.
Synchrcny anC Desynchrony
while most inrjividuais with fear usually exhibit all the body
uornpofl?rt,s, the cegre .: -uo rrhich each is exhibited varies widely among
4individuals (Rachman, 1978). One athlete might exhibit physiological
indicants of fear, while others may exhibit primarily verbal indicants
of their fear. The degree to which components are exhibited dependently
or independently of each other is termed "synchrony" or "desynchrony."
The reiationship among the components in fear has been the focus of
much study. Hodgson and Rachman (1974) proposed several hypotheses
dealing with the relationships among systems. Two of these hypotheses
have been supported by the findings of other researchers. In the first
hypothesis, synchrony is dependent on the intensity of the fear situation.
Concordance among systems is more evident during strong fear arousal,
whereas discordance is more evident when the fear stimulus is relatively
mild. In a nighly fearful athlete attempting to perform a feared skilI,
all body system components of fear will likely be at high levels. If
the athlete is only slightly nervous about performing the skill (fear
is low), then only a siight fear response may be exhibited, and only
in one or two of the components, rather than in all three of the body
component systems.
Hodgson and Rachman's second hypothesis is that concordance among
systems will be rnore evident under low levels of demand, and discordance
will become more evident under high levels of demand. Low ievels of
demand occur when the fearfui individual can escape the fear situation,
such as leaving the gym o' field and not having to perform the feared
actlvity. High levels of lernand occur when the individual must remain
in the fear situarion anci Jeai with the fear. Most athietes, in order
to be successful a-. their sport, must stay in the spor+" situation and
deai with performing, whe'uher cr not they are fearful. This creates
high levels of ciemarrd for tirese indiviouais. in high fear r:f i,rjury
5situations. athletes would probably exhibit all the comoonents of fear
of injury, but would have discordance among the systems. This means
that they would probably exhibit ali the components because of the
high intensity of the fear^ situation (hypothesis #1 ), but would exhibit
component discordance (some components exhibited rnore than others--
hypothesis #2) because they wouid Iikely remain in the fear situation,
despite the intensity of their fear (even +.hough they might want to
leave, they usualiy dc nc'u). The next step in the fear of injury
discussion is to examine how fear of injury can be reduced or accomodated.
Reduction of Fear
In the discussion of fear acquisition, three ways to acquire fear
were proposed by De Silva and Rachman (l9BI). They asserted that fear
can be reciuced through these same pathways, nameiy, direct experience,
vicarious exposure, and information reduced fear. Theii^ discussion
primarily focused on direct experience and information reduced fear.
Mcst fear reduction therapy is based on direct experience with the fear
stimulus. This exposure can be real Iife (in vivo) or imaginal.
Imaginal exposure is acceptable as experience, as it invclrres planned,
sustained, and repetitive inaging of the fear situation. According to
Itlaltz (i960); the mind cannot tei I real from vividiy imagined events.
Therefore, imagining the situation can take the piace of actual exposure.
De Si Iva and Rar:hman question the necessity cf actual erposure for the
reduction cf fear; they assert that exposure is not really nece.sary.
Through infcrmation about the specific fear and its environmert an
indivioual's fear Ievels should oecrease. In many instances, te'r is
the result of a Iack of krrowledge, therefore, greater unciers'"an,-jing
shouid decrease fear in a given situation. Accoridng to riiet r^ argument.
fear reduction should occur in a fearful athiete when'either direct
experience or information is used to reduce the athleters fear of
i nj ury.
In reduction of fear, it appears that the persons involved with
the therapy have a significant impact on the success of the fear reduction.
In self versus therapist directed fear reduction techniques, it appears
that more benefit is derived from the treatment if there is involvement
with a therapist. A therapist helps provide direction and also helps
maintain motivation. According to 0'Brien and Keiley (1980), predominantly
therapist-directed therapy is more effective than predominantly self-
and exclusively self-directed therapy. 0'Brien and Kelley's findings
showed that all forms of treatment with therapist involvement
(exc I us i veiy therapi st-di rected, predomi nantly therap i st-d i rected,
and predominantly self-directed) were more effective than exclusively
self-directed therapy. The findings of 0rBrien and Kelley suggest
that in attempting to reduce fear of injury in athletes, coaches,
sport psychologists, or others should be used to assist in direction
of the fear reduction therapy.
There are several methcds of dealing with fear of injury. AII
these methods reiate to at least one of the proposed pathways of fear
reduction. These methods include flooding/implosion, systematic
desensitization, thought stopping, alteration of the ohysical
environment, mastery and coping rehearsal, and confic)nce raising
activities.
F-i ood i n-c / Imp i os i on
In flooding/implosion techniques of fear reduction, the individual
is o'lerloa'led ly the fear experience. fhts ouer1ca,1 t:ar be real or
7im;.,ginai. There is a sl ight difference between f looding and implosion
(Marshall, Gauthier, Christie, Currie, & Gordon, 1977). In flooding,
the individual,is presented with a very intense experience but without
aversive consequences. In implosion, the individual is overloaded with
the fear situation and presented with aversive results of that experience
under the premise thar, the aversive consequences are really not as bad
as imagined. The premise in both flooding and implosion is that a
"real life" situation could not be as bad as the imagined situation.
Furthermore, it is prooosed that prolonged imagination of the fear
stimulus will convince athletes that they have nothing to fear. An
example of flooding in reciucing fear of in3ury would be a gymnast
visualizing in great detail a feared routine on the balance beam without
experiencing serious mishap, whereas in implosion the same gymnast
would visualize the feared routine and also visualize herself falling and
hitting the beam several times during the routine.
According to Marshali et al. (1977), flooding is very effective in
fear reduction. They also asserted that the addition of an early
opportunity to test tr"eatment effects by participating in the fear
situation (such as performing the feared routine on the balance beam)
is essential to maximize treatment benefits.
Systematic Desens itizat ion
In systematic ciesensi+"ization, a more gradual approach to the
reduction of fear is used. Athletes cnstruct a fear hierarchy in which
there are gradations of the fear situeiion frcm the least fear-evoking
to the most fear-evoking aspects of the situation. Athletes then
gradually progress through these stages, beginning with the least fear-
evcking situation. Athl:tes mlgi,t begirr wi*-h imaEing the rear situaticn,
and gradually increase the fear intensity of the situation until in the
finai stage they feel comfortable performing in the feared situation.
Relaxation is mastered at each stage to the point that the athlete can
think of the situation and visualize being in the situation without
evoking a fear response. The premise behind this technique is that an
individual cannot be relaxed and fearful at the same time. According
to Borkovec and Sides (1979), relaxation maximizes imagery vividness,
reactivity to imagery, and leads to greater fear reduction.
Various arguments are presented in support of the methods of
flooding/implosion and systematic desensitization. According to Lang
(1977), flooding is potentially more vivid and may be more intense
than systematic desensitization, although it may be Iess specific in
effect than desensitization. There are also differences between flooding
and systematic desensitization in the amount of component synchrony in
the fear reduction. In differences in fear reduction and component
synchrony, Gr:y, Sartory, and Rachman (1979) showed that high demand
treatment (flooding/implosion), where the individual must cope in the
situation, produces desynchronous changes in the three fear components
(verbalicognitive, behavioriavoidance, and physiological). Some
components might change to a great degree, while others might change
very little. changes are more synchronous in low demand treatment
(systematic desensitization), where the experience is more graduai, and
tirne is spent i:stering the fear at each ievel before advancing to the
next level.. A ,ample systematic desensitization exercise can be found
in the exer^cise sectlon of tnis project.
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9Thought Stopping
Another method of dealing with fear of injury is thought stopping.
In thought stopping, athletes must become aware of their automatic
thoughts. These thoughts are instantaneous, happen without conscious
effort, are almost always believed, and are very difficult to stop.
t/hat athletes can do instead of trying to stop their automatic thoughts
of fear is to interrupt and change them when they occur. This involves
realizing what thoughts are occurring, deciding what thoughts are more
appropriate for the situation, and learning to replace the inappropriate
thoughts with more appropriate ones. Athletes have cue words that
they can utiiize when they realize they are having inappropriate
thoughts. Athietes say the cue word either silently or out loud, and
then replace the original automatic thoughts with the new learned and
more appropriate thoughts. In time, the new thoughts, through association,
will become natural and replace the old automatic fear thoughts. An
example of a thought might be an athlete thinking "l'm going to get
hurt." This thought is eventually replaced with a thought similar to
"l need to take the risk in order to improve my performance, and there's
no reason I should get hurt--I've practiced enough to perform this
skiil." An example of an aetual thought stopping routine can be found
in the exercise section of this project.
Altering the Physical Environment
Alteration of the physical environment is another way of dealing
wi*uh fear of inj ury. Almost al l acr"ivities can be mcdif ied tempcrari Iy
in some way, provicjed the athlete and coach use their imagination.
Scne ideas for aitering the environment when it involves hard objects
ar^e fcan on *,,he edge of th,: Civing boai d, welring a wet suit to break
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the impact of the water when performing a difficult dive, or diving
or flipping (performing the feared skili) into a pile of loose foam
bits. Athletes learning to tend goal in various sports could use softer
objects such as nerf balls or tennis balls until they become more
proficient and comfortable with the goal-tending skills. When the
athleters.fears stem from being injured by other athletes in a sport
such as soccer, special padding or temporary ruies reguiating body
contact can be used until the athletes regain their confidence in the
sport situation. Performing in the altered environment can help athletes
build their confidence Ievels to the point where their fear diminishes,
and they can attempt the skill in a realistic setting. Care must be
taken to keep athletes working towards weaning off the altered environment,
so that it does not become a crutch and actually inhibit progression.
Mastery and Coping Rehearsal
Mastery and coping rehearsal is yet another method of dealing
with fear of injury. Mastery and coping tapes are used to help athletes
practice their sport activity through visualization of the sport
experience (Roteila, Malone, & 0jala, 1981 ). The athlete creates a
script which is then transferred onto a cassette, so that it can be
listened to at any tirne. In a mastery tape the athlete describes and
visualizes the skill performance without flaws. The best performance
imaginable is used, and the mastery script acts as a rnotivational device
to create arousal and excitement about ihe subsequent performance.
The coping tape is somewhat more of a realistic situation. The
athlete decides wh.rt aspects of the performance, if they went wrong,
would create the rnos+, anxiet,v. A script is created in which the totai
sport environment is envisioned, r,rherein aspects of r,he en'rironment
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relative to performance are not going as perfectly as planned. Each time
something negative occurs, the athlete utilizes a thought stopping
procedure and realizes that the situation is not really hopeless.
While Iistening to the coping tape, the athlete rehearses the appropriate
coping reaction usefui in a situation if and when something goes wrong.
Over time these proper reactions become more natural, and the athlete
learns to cope wit,h various situations and makes the best of things when
events do not happen as planned.
Increasing Seif-confidence and Seif-efficacy
The final method of dealing with fear of injury discussed in this
paper is increasing feelings of seif-confidence and self-efficacy.
Self-confidence is defined as having trust in oneself and one's powers.
Self-confidence is composed of three key components: competence, control,
and commitment. Each of these key components is crucial to the
maintenance and increase of self-confidence. In competence, athletes
must perceive their ability and skill to be good enough to meet the
task demands of their sport. liith high self-perceptions of skill and
ability, athietes expect success in their athletic performance and
ieei competent, thereby enhancing their self-confidence. Without a
feeling of competence, self-confidence is decreased.
Control is another key component of self-confidence. Athletes
must perceive that they a:',^ in control of situations they encounter.
Seif-confident athletes m ;t have an internal rather than external
locus of con-"rol. In inte.'nai locus of contrcl, athletes perceive
that internal fac*uors such as ski l1 and abi I i'uy are responsible for the
outcome of events" In external locus of control, athletes perceive
that external facicrs sirc;r as iuck and task diff icul ty have more
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influence over the outcome of events than their skill. To be self-
confident, athletes must perceive themselves in control of what occurs
in their environment.
The third component of self-confidence is commitment. Without
commitment, athletes cannot achieve high levels of performance and
cannot be truly self-confident. The three key components to self-confidence
are all interrelated and are vital to the maintenance and enhancement
of self-confidence. A lack in any of the three components will lead
to an overall decrease in the level of self-confidence. Increasing
self-confidence involves focusing on the key components and strengthening
each of them. Exercises to strengthen specific components of self-
confidence can be found in the exercise section.
Self-efficacy is defined as having confidence in one's power to
influence the outcome of events. Athletes may be self-confident in
their own abilities, and ye+" not have high levels of seif-efficacy. They
perceive that they can control their own performance, but not necessarily
the overall outcome of the event. A theory of self-efficacy which
reiates performance to feelings of self-efficacy has been proposed
by Bandura (1977). This theory states that psychological procedures
achieve changes in behavior by altering the Ievel and strength of
seif-efficacy. Efficacy expectations are distinguished from outcome
expectations. An outcome expectancy is defined as a person's estimate
that . given behavior rvill lead to certain outcomes. An efficacy
expectrtion is the conviction that one can successfully execute the
behavicr required io prcduce the outcomes. Individuals can believe
t"har certain behaviors will Iead to certain outcomes, yet not bel.ieve
:n ilreir own abilitles (cr self-efficacy) to perform the re,;uired
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behavior.. Perceived self-efficacy will influence the level of performance
by enhancing the intensity and persistence of effort. Expectations of
personal efficacy will determine whether or not coping behavior will
be initiated, how much effort will be expended, and how long it will be
sustained in the face of obstacles and aversive experiences.
Research by Maddux anci Rogers (1983) found that self-efficacy
expectancy significantly influenced intentions to adopt a recommended
coping behavior. Athietes who do not believe in their ability to perform
an activity competently will not perform that activity as well as those
who do believe in their abiii+"y to be successful in the activity.
This self-efficacy also relates to persistence in a task. According to
Maddux and Rogers, self-efficacy expectations are the most powerful
predictors of behavioral intentions. Athletes will persist longer at
a task or learning a skill if they have higher levels of self-efficacy.
In order to reduce fear of learning a skill because of fear of being
injured, aL,hletes must become confident enough to feel they can master
the skili. If they do not have this confidence, or feeling of self-
etficacy, they will not persist in the task long enough to learn the
skill and reduce the fear of injury.
According to Bandura's theory, expectations of personal efficacy
are derived from four principai sources of information: performance
accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbai persuasion, and physiological
states. Performance accomplishments provide he most influential source
of information because they are based on exper iences of personal
mastery. Successes raise mas-rery expect"atitrns, whereas failures lower
tttese expectations. The lolering of erpectations from failures is
stronger rvhen the f a i I ur"es cc.ur early ir lIe Iear^ning pi^DCess . Once
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the individual experiences repeated success in the skill, failures do
not have as great an impact on mastery expectations. According to
Bandura, Adams, and Beyer (1977), enhanced self-efficacy through
performance accomplishments tends to generalize to other situations
in which performance was self-debilitated by preoccupation with
personal inadequacies. This generalization occurs most predictably in
situations similar to the raised self-efficacy situat,ions, although it
does occur in non-similar situations. Raising self-efficacy through
personal accomplishments can be accomplished by ensuring success
experiences. As athletes encounter success while learning a ski11,
their feelings of self-efficacy will increase. Success can be more
readily ensured by learning the skill in steps, and having success at
each step, rather than attempting the complete skill before ready.
Another source of efficacy expectations is vicarious experience.
Athietes seeing others perform threatening activities without aversive
consequences can deveiop and increase expectations that they too should
be able to achieve some improvements in performance if they intensify
and persist in their efforts. Because this method of efficacy
expec"uations relies on inferences of social comparison, vicarious
experience is a Iess dependable source of evidence of capabilities
than personal accompiishments, and efficacy expectations are consequently
weaker and more vulnerable to change. Early failures can adverseiy
affect efficacy expec*uati rs derived from vicarious experience.
The third scurc-. cf ..-'ficacy expectations is verbai persuasion.
Verbal persuasion rs cf-,-en used in attempts to influence human behavicr
because of its ease ,,iil rerdy avai labi I ity. Individuals are
per:uadeC in-uo bel i., ; i rrg tna+" they can be sLiccesEf ul at perf oritances
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that have overwhelmed them in the past. Work by Maddux, Sherer, and Rogers
(1982) supports this source of efficacy expectations. They found that
expectations of outcome and self-efficacy can be successfuliy manipulated
by verbai persuasion, and changes in these expectations can cause changes
in behavioral intentions. The three major findings of their study were
(a) increasing outcome expectancy caused increases in intentions to perform
the behavior, (b) increases in self-efficacy expectancy Ied towards increasing
intentions to perform the desired behavior, and (c) outcome expectancy
influences feelings of self-efficacy.
Verbai persuasion is similar to vicarious experience in that efficacy
expectations induced from verbal persuasion are weaker than expectations
derived from performance accomplishments. Successes can strengthen efficacy
expectations, and early failures can again extinguish positive expectations.
In raising self-efficacy through verbal persuasion, coaches must be careful
to be realistic in their comments, because unrealistic persuasion will Iead
to mistrust, and may actually inhibit the fear reduction.
The fourth source of efficacy expectations is degree of psysiological
arousal. Individuals rely partly on their state of psysiological arousal
in judging their anxiety and vulnerability to stress (Bandura, 1977).
!-lhen aroused to an agitated state, individuals are likely to consider
themselves Iess competent to perform than when in a less aroused state.
Information from physiological arousal can override efficacy expectations
derived frrm other sources. Athletes can initially believe in their skills
and compet-rcy, but may have their confidence shaken by unexpected indicants
cf ph-vsiclogicai arousal, such as their heart beat racing, a sudden upset
slomach, etc. Individuals tend to beiieve in their feelings of arousal and
are nct easily swayed, even when given false ph"vsiological feedback
16
irom researchers trying to convince them that they are really in a state of
physiological tranqui I ity.
No matter which of the four sources of information is used to derive
feelings of self-efficacy, athletes must have a strong sense of self-efficacy
in order to reduce their fear of injury. Increasing feelings of self-efficacy
and self-confidence will result in athletes having increased trust in their
ability as well as their power to influence the outcome of events. I.Jith
increased feelings of self-confidence and self-efficacy athletes should have
reduced fear of injury.
In this section we have discussed fear of injury, beginning with defining
fear of injury, methods of acquiring fear of injury, responses to fear, as
well as methods of reducing fear of injury. In the following section we will
discuss some guidelines that have been derived from the findings in this
section. These guidelines are important to consider when attempting to reduce
fear of injury.
??
??
?
Chapter 2
GUIDELINES
After defining and examining fear of injury, we can extract some principles
help clarify some of the concepts involved in fear of injury.
Guideline: Fear of injury is multidimensional. The fear may be exhibited
in any combination of the three components: behavior/avoidance, verbal/
cognitive, or physiological (Rachman, 1978).
Athletes who have fear of injury may have all three components affected
by their fear, but the fear is not necessarily equally strong in all components.
As discussed earlier, Hodgson and Rachman (1974) proposed that response
synchrony of the three systems is dependent on the intensity of the fear
situation. Synchrony of systems response is aiso dependent on the level of
demand. Under low levels of demand (the athlete can leave the fear situation),
fear will usually be exhibited in all three systems somewhat equally, whereas
under high levels of demand (the athlete must stay in the situation and deal
with the fear) discordance will likely be seen among the three body systems.
II. Guideline: Fear of injury might easily be confused with Iack of effort
or Iack of achievement motivation.
In the behavioral/avoidance componen-. defined by Hugdahl (1981), fear
is exhibited in amount of approach behavior exhibited by the athlete.
Athletes with fear of injury will exhibit avoidance of the feared skill,
which may appear to others in the environment that. they are just reluctant
to perform the skill or that they are overpracticing other skills. This
reluctance to perform the feared skill may be interpreted as a lack of effort
or achievement rnotivation.
Iil. Guideline: Fear of injury can be remedied, although time involved is
individuai and probiem specific.
17
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De Silva and Rachman (1981) proposed three pathways for fear reduction:
direct experience, vicarious exposure, and information reduced rear. These
three pathways are also those by which fear is acquired. Time involved in
reducing fear of injury will depend upon which pathway is used to reduce the
fear of injury, and how intense and persistent the fear is.
IV. Guideline: In order to reduce fear of injury, a systematic approach
must be used.
Consistent results cannot be obtained in reducing fear of injury from
a haphazard approach. In reducing fear of injury, the fear must be defined,
then assessed to determine what fear component systems are involved and to
what degree they are involved. A commitment must then be made by the athlete
to try and reduce the fear, and put a genuine effort into the task. Exercises
to reduce the fear are chosen based on the results of the fear assessment.
Elimination of any of these steps through a less than systematic approach will
lead to a reduced level of success in trying to eliminate the athlete's fear
of injury.
V. Guideline: Remediation of fear of injury must be learned in a less
stressful environment first (do in practice before competition, etc.).
Grey et al. (1g7g) showeC that high demand treatment, where athletes
must stay in the situation and cope with their fear, produces desynchronous
changes in the three fear components. In low demand treatment the athlete
experiences fear reduction more gradually, which leads to more synchronous
changes in fear in the three component systems. Practice provides a less
stressful situation (low demand) fcr the athlete, allowing for gradual and
ccmpiete mastery of fear of injury before moving into a higher demand situation
such as a sports competition.
VI. Guidel ine: lhe mind cannot tei l neal from vividly imagined events.
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This concept is very important in reducing fear of injury. One of the
three pathways for fear reduction is direct experience- Maltz (1960) proposed
that the mind cannot tell real from vividly imagined events. Hith this premise
in mind, the athlete can experience the fear situation through imaging.
Several of the exercises in this project use the concept of irnaging of the
fear situation in orden to reduce fear of injury.
VII. Guideline: Athletes must be aware that they have a fear of injury
before this fear can be changed.
As earlier discussed in this project (Guideline II), fear of injury may
be easily confused with a lack of effort or achievement motivation. While
it is more commonly assumed that coaches and other athletes might interpret
avoidance of the skill as a lack of effort, the fearful athletes themselves
might also interpret their own avoidance as a lack of effort. Through deniai
of their fears, fearful athletes might not realize that they have a fear of
injury until someone else points it out to them. The athletes have to accept
the fact that they have fear of injury before any reduction in the fear can
be attempted.
VIII. Guideline: If a successful environment is present, fear of injury
will be less likeiy to be a factor in performance.
Bandura (1977 ) discussed self-efficacy, which is the feeling of having
confidence in one's power to influence the outcome of events. In performance
accomplishments (one method of deriving expectations of personal efficacy),
successes raise expectations of personal mastery, whereas failures tend to
lower these expectations. Athletes who have higher expectations of personal
mas+rery believe they are compelen-u in performing the required skills and do
not have a s'rrong fear of injury. If a successful environment is present,
athletes wili have higher feelings of confidence and self-efficacy, thus
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making fear of injury much iess likely to be a factor in performance.
ix. Guideline: In attempts to alter fear of injury, the athlete must:
(a) desire to reduce the fear, (b) believe improvement will take place,
and (c) expect a reduction in the fear.
In changing a behavior, the individuais affected by the behavior must
sincerely want to alter the behavior in order for a change to take place.
If athletes are not committed to wanting to reduce their fear of injury,
nothing the coach or therapist can do to help reduce the fear of injury will
have an effect on their fears. Likewise, the athletes must beiieve in the
methods being employed in reducing the fear, and expect these methods to work
and reduce their fear in order for a change to occur.
X- Guideline: Behavior is a function of perception, which can be altered.
In fear of injury, athletes do not perceive themselves competent to
perform the required skill without getting injured. l,lhile the athletes may
indeed be competent to perform the skills, their perception is that they are
not, and therefore their behaviors tend to follow their perceptions. In order
to reduce fear of injury, athletes must experience successes and alter their
self-perception to one in which they can see themselves as competent to perform
required skills. Through success experiences, mastery expectations wiil rise
(Bandura, 1977), and fear of injury can be reducecl.
Chapter 3
ASSESSMENT
In assessment of athietes with fear of injury, it is important to take
all three fear of injury components into account. As explained in the
synchrony/desynchrony section, athletes with fear of injury will experience
a reaction in at ieast one system, but in which system the reaction occurs
and the degree to which the reaction occurs differs widely among individuals.
in order to facilitate assessment of athletes with fear of injury, this
section is divided into two main parts: (a) assessment by coaches,
psychologists, etc. (observer assessment), and (b) self-assessment. Each
main part is subdivided into the three body systems defined by Hugdahl (1981),
namely (a) verbal/cognitive, (b) behavior/avoidance, and (c) physiological.
Assessment of athletes with fear of injury should be more readily understood
as a result of the division.
As coaches, this section should help you to be able to recognize fear of
injury in your athletes. In the exercise section follorving, a table has been
developed to help you choose which exercises would be most relevant in your
particular situation.
0bserver Assessments
Verba i /Cogn it i ve
When assessing fear of injury in athletes
component, coaches might expect to hear certain
f rom athletes. These comments migh*u be simi lar
" l 'm not ready yet. "
"l need to practice this sk111 more."
"I'm distracted."
"lt just doesn't feei right."
in the verbal/cognitive
characteristic statements
to or inclu,.e:
?」
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"Do I HAVE to do it?"
"I canrt see myself doing that."
"I'm afraid I'll get hurt."
"I wouid rather try that tomorrow."
"I'm too tired to try that now."
Behav ior/Avo i dance
Coaches may have a difficuit time assessing fear of injury in the
behavior/avoidance component. Behaviors may be exhibited in two different
ways. Athletes may exhibit behaviors that they do not usuaily exhibit, or
they might exhibit behaviors that seem quite normal. Naturally, the coach
will notice the out of the ordinary behaviors, whereas the ordinary behaviors
may not seem any different than usual. The difference in these ordinary
behaviors is that the athlete may perform them to excess. For example,
gymnasts commonly perform lead-up skills when learning a new skiil. This
behavior is normal. This behavior becomes abnormal when the gymnast is ready
to perform the new skill, but coni,inues to perform the lead-up skill
excessively. In behavior/avoidance in various sports the coach might expect
to see some of the following behaviors:
procrastination
doing other skiils instead of the feared skill
being late to practice
taking frequent breaks
excess time in lead-ups
excess time at the chaik box
inordinate concern for others anc iheir progress
talking to coach
intensity--working hard at nothinc
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Iack of int,ensity--not working hard at anything
"administrative details"--Dulling up socks, retying shoes, constantly
readjusting equipment, etc.
"saving self"--quitting in the middle of the skiIl, changing type of
vault in mid-air, running by the pole vault, opening up in the
middle of a dive, e+uc.
ln"vsrotoglgl
Whi le the physiolr-rgical compcnent may be the easiest component to measure
objectively, it is quite difficult to observe. A coach can see indications
of some physiologicai changes, such as increased palm sweating, but physiological
indicants such as increased heart rate are more difficult to observe accurately
without altering the normal environment. Physiological indicants might be
revealed in the verbal/cognitive component as well as observed in the behaviori
avoidance component. Figure 1 shows how ideas can affect organs and glands of
the body via the autcnomic nervous systern. Below are some indications a coach
rnight cbserve of fear of injury in the physlological component:
rubbing palms on clothes (sweaty palms)
highly distracted
extra time at chalk box (sweaty palms)
not processing information (distracted when talking to coach or teammates)
Verbal stat,ements such as the fcllorrring might be made by the athletes,
indicating feelings of physiological discord:
" l fee i nauseous. "
" l don't feel wel i . "
"lv1y heart is racing."
"I feel jitter"y."
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Se I f-as ses sment
A form might be given to all athletes on a team, or individualiy to
athletes who have exhibited fear behavior. This form should include adjectives
from each of the component systems, which are indexed on a master sheet. The
athletes fill out. the form, marking each item they feel characterizes them
in this sport experience. Through observing trends in responses in particular
systems, the coaches can get a better idea of whether or not athie'res are
exoeriencing fear of injury or if their performance Drobiem is due to other
non-fear related factors.
This self-assessment form can also allow the coach to see if the athletes
recognize their fear of injury, and how their self-perception correlates with
the ccach's observations. Tyoical items that might be founC on a self-
assessment sheet are listed below:
VerOa t /Cogn-ljip
I feel calm.
i feei secure.
I feel tranquil.
I feel fearful.
I don't worry about getting hutt
I am tense.
I feel at ease.
I feel upset.
I feel rested.
I am worried that I might get hurt.
I feel anxious.
I feel comfortable.
I feel self-confident..
I feel nervous.
I cf ten *uhink about gertinJ injured in nry sport,.
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I feel jittery.
I get dist,racted easily when learning a new skill..
I am relaxed.
I am worried.
'l need to praetice skills longer than other athletes before I feel
comfortable performing them.
I feel over-excited and "rattled."
I lack self-confidence.
I am not afraid to try new skills"
My thoughts are racing.
When I learn a new skill I consider that I might be injured.
When I perform a new skill I worry about getting injured.
When I compete I think about getting hurt.
When I learn a new skill I feel confident in my ability to learn the skill. l
I knorv my level of ability very well.
I start to get nervous when I learn a new skill, even though I know I
have enough abiIity.
' I tell my teammates hcw I feei before I learn a new skill.
When I am in a po'ren-uially Cangerous situation in my sport I think
about being injrtred.
I am afr:id of being hurt.
I am afraid of pain.
Behavior"/ltvoidance
I enjoy ti^ying new skills.
I take frequent breaks during practice.
I feel I ike escaping.
I take frequent breaks when I learn a new skill.
I don't feel like ccminq to practice.
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When learning a new skill i find myself wasting time.
I want to avoid trying my new skill.
I am always trying to learn new skills.
I am late to practice without good reason.
I deiay practicing my new skills.
I spend much more time on lead-ups than others.
I enjoy cominq to practice.
I look forward to practices and competition.
I have to be pushed by my coach to try new skills.
i dread coming to practice.
When I feel pain I hold back from'rgi'ring it my all" in my sport.
As soon as I feel pain I back off in my intensityr.
Even when I am in some pain, I work my hardest in practice.
ruJSro-lgs-f_El
I feel nauseous during practice.
I feel nauseous during competiticn.
My palms are alway5 sweaty when I learn a new skili.
My palms always sweat at practice.
My heart races in practice.
My heart races when I think about trying a new skiil.
My heart races during competition.
My breathing increases when I try a new skill, even though I'm not tired.
I'ly breathirrg rate increases during competition.
tly mouth often gets dry during pr"actice.
My mouih ge+.s dry when I think aobut trying a new skill.
N1y muscles feel weak i n competition.
I :'eel str"ong when I compete.
I feel tired when I rhin< of learning a new skill.
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I often ruh my paims on my clothes when I learn a new skill.
Sometimes I feel lightheaded.
I get jittery when I learn a new skill.
it'!y body is always calm when I practice.
My palms never sweat when I learn a new skiil.
My heart beat never races in practice or competition.
llhen I learn a new skill, I can sometimes feel my stornach tighten with
tens i on .
Sometinres I ge*" so scai^ed when I learn a new skill that I feel like
thrcwing up.
Just before competion I notice that my heart beats faster than normal.
I'lhen I think of the possibility of being injured in my sport, my heart
' bea'us faster than normal.
When i think of being injured I feel sick to my stomach.
The sight. of blood makes my nauseoLrs.
In competition I find slight injuries tha*" i did not feel receiving
during the competition.
Af-uer practice I find slight injuries tnat I did not feel receiving
during practice.
During practice I feel ever,v Iittle pain.
During competi+,ion I feel every I ittie pain.
Chapter 4
STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES
The exercises in this section are designed to help athletes cope with
their fear of injury. Some exercises are aimed at decreasing fear of injury
by increasing confidence and self-efficacy, others are aimed directly at
fear reduction, and yet others are directed at developing new ways to react
to the fear and cope witn it. Exercises dealing with components of self-
confidence may apDear to be similar because of the overflow between self-
conf idence components.
It must be stressed that these exercises are helpful in decreasing fear
of injury only if athletes are fully committed to them. As stated in the
guidelines section, athletes must (a) desire to reduce their fear, (b) believe
improvement will take place, and (c) expect a reduction in their fear.
The following tabie has been developed to help coaches select which
exercises would be most beneficial to use in their situation. Please note
that several exercises affect more than one component. Coaches should decide
what area of fear of injury (component area) needs to be focused on, and
consider each exercise dealing with that area to select the exercise that
best suits their athletes.
??，
」
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Table 1
Index to Exercises and Specific Areas of Focus
FearoflnjuryComponents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Verbal/Cognitive X X X X X X X
Behavior/AvoidanceXXXX
PhysiologicalXXXXX
Self -conf idence Components
CompetenceXXXXXX
ControlXXXXXXX
CommitmentXXXXXX
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#1 ATTENTIONI
This exercise is designed to increase competence. It involves some
. goal setting, and helps athletes focus their attention on soecifics needed
to improve particuiar aspects of +,heir game. Affirmations can also be useC
to help focus athletes' atiention- Affirmations involve the athletes creating
a personal statenrent which usually inclucies very sDecific seif-statements
about what they feel about themselves and the spor*- situation. An affirmation
dealing with fear of injury would include statements dealing with the
athlete's fear.
Goal setting involves setting specific goals cr stages the athletes
want to reach. These goals must be realistic and reachable. Goal setting
can be done for the athiete's career, the sport season, monthiy, weekly,
or even daily. Athletes can do goal setting as a team and also as
indiviCuals, In fear of injury related to Ecai setti.ng, goals would involve
steps and stages to master in order to reduce the fear cf injury.
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GOAL SETTING
There are six steps that are vital to the goal setting process:
I. Know yourself
How good an athlete are you?
How great is your fear of injurY?
How good do you want to be?
What has caused your fear?
Are you self-disciplined?
Do you want to reduce your fear of injury?
II. Skills required for your sPort
What are the skills required for success in your sport?
Do you understand the strategies of your sport?
Do you understand the mental aspects of your sport?
Do you know what activities/positions have the most injuries in your
sport?
Do you know what muscle groups are utilized in your sport and how to
develop them?
Do you know which muscle groups must be relaxed to perform effectively?
Do you have enough fiexibility tc perform up to your potential?
II I. Self-evaluation
What are your greatest strengths as an athlete in your sport?
What are your greatest weaknesses in your sport?
Do you know how to go about improving them?
How much time are you willing to put into p r:ticing?
Do you intend -uo prdCtice only ihe sr i I l s i/cu enjoy and are gccd at?
Is the amount of time you spend on each skiil related not only to what
needs improvement, but aiso'une skiliS -uhat mean lhe most. to your
succes s ?
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Do you work on reducing your fear of injury?
How much time are you willing to put in to reduce your fear of injury?
IV. Define your goais
Define your goals.
Be sure your goals are challenging but realistic.
Be certain that if you put the time and effort planned into them that
you will attain them.
Once you attain your goals you will automatically raise your level of
aspiration and raise your goals.
Be sure you want to work to reduce your fear of injury.
Decide how much effort you are willing to give to reduce your fear of
i nj ury.
V. Plan
Plan how you will meet your goals.
How much time do you have to attain your long term goals?
How can you best use the resources available to you in the time you
have to develop?
What will be your plan for attaining your shorter term goal?
How much will you attain each day, week, month, season, year?
Is there anyone who will help in your efforr to reduce your fear of
i nj ury?
VI. Evaluate your progress
E'ia l uate your progress .
re you programming effectively?
Is;lour improvement on schedule?
Is your fear of injury being reduced?
Are you really working tc reduce your fear of injury?
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GOAL SETTING EXAMPLE
Pete has a fear of respraining his ankle. He had a serious sprain while
playing basketball on the school team last season, requiring him to sit out
the remainder of the season. Pete was the leading rebounder, and was injured
when he landed on another player's foot coming down from a rebound.
I. I'm a fairly good player, very afraid of respraining my ankle. I'm
always afraid that I'm going to land on someone's foot. I want to
be a starter again. My fear is from my previous injury. I want to
III.
reduce my fear so I can play well again.
I have to be able to run, jump, cut back and forth--I need good ankles!
I have to be confident that I wonrt get hurt in order to play well
again. I know that my position has a relatively high injury rate,
so I should probably protect myself by wearing high-tops. I need to
strengthen my ankles so I can even land on someoners foot and not get
hurt.
I will spend whatever tirne it takes to reduce my fear of getting injured.
I am afraid of respraining my ankle. I am (used to be!) a good rebounder,
if I'm not afraid. I don't spend much time trying to reduce my fear--
mostly I just don't go up for as many rebounds as I used to. My ankle
is not painful and is in good shape, but I guess I should strengthen
it more.
My primary goal this season is to reduce my fear of injury and to
instrurnental in helping oun team reach the championship. I want
to el iminate my fear of getting injured b-v :ur f irst game--thatrs
weeks from now. I'm ccnfident that if i wcrk wlth the assistant
coach every day for an hour after pracrice I can really reduce my
fear. I want my ankle to be super-S+,l o0g ! I
beIV.
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V. I will work with the assistant cclach or on my ovtn every day for I-2
hours to reduce my fear. I will use ph"vsical and mental practice to
reduce my fear. I will dc rehabi.litation and strengthen my ankle daily.
I'll qet some high-too shoes and wear them! Irll use systematic
desensitization or thought- st.oppi.ng to reduce my fear of getting injured--
whatever looks more appropriate. Irll also use some of those confidence
raising activities. since I kno',.r my confidence has been shaky since
I sprained my ankle
VI. (after 4 weeks) I'm halfway thrciugh my goal period to reduce my fear
of injury. Our first game is novr only a month away. My fear has been
decreas ing-- it ' s hard to bel ie,.,e :l I f eel pretty comfortable about
rebounding nobJ, though I still have some uneasiness when we scrimmage.
I'm fairly sure my fear wiii be gone by our first game. The coach told
me that I've been looking much br:tter, and if I continue to improve I'll
have my starting posit,icn back ! That helps my confidence a lot.
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HINTS FOR AFFIRMATION AND SCRIPT WRITING
' 1. Athletes must value self and those around them-
2. Athletes must trust self.
3. Athletes must perceive that they are in control, and not give up control.
4. Athletes must perceive t"hemselves as competent-
5- Athletes must place demands on the success mechanism-
6. Athletes must commit themselves to some plan of action.
7. Athietes must realize that performance and learning errors are to be
used as information, not evaluatiorr. The same applies to coaches'
comments.
8. Athletes must not fear failure, nor deny success.
9. Athletes must be emotional and sincere about their affirmations.
10. Athletes must value process as much as product (i.e., products (ends)
are only achieved through process (means).
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SAI,IPLE AFFIRMATiON
My commitment to myself and my teammates is that I will constantly give
whatever it takes to maximize my success in this sport. This means that I
must commit myself to minimizing my fear of injury in this sport. If it
takes more effort, I will give that. If it takes more time, I will give
that. I feel good about myself because I am in control of my own behavior.
I know I can perform my skilts without injury. And while situations may not
allow me to perceive myself always in the best Iight, I realize that I am
getting closer and closer to the real me--the non-fearful me.
Although I might sometimes choose t.o change some behavior of my teammates
or coach, I realize that the only persorr I am in charge of is myself and I
accept that. I am a winner and I'm going to be more of a winner. I support
all my teammates who are winners and volv to infect other teammates who are
not already winners. No put-downs, no pressure, just infect them by example.
I will accept wiilingly the suppor-- of my teammates who are helping me
to reduce my fear of injury, as they accept my support for help in their
weaknesses. Success does not embarrass me. In fact, I intend to milk my
personai successes and our team succoSSrsS to the max, as they help me build
my confidence and reduce mY fear.
I will recognize my fears that I have and realize that only those who
s*urive see their fear. My recognition cf my fear will heip point to aspects
of my performance to give special attention to. I wiil concentrate on reducing
my fears.
Par*'icipation in this sport is extremely important to me as is the
association with my teammates and ccach. I commit myself to reducing my fear
of injurJ with the knowledge and trust that I am worthy to be a team member,
and that I will make a significant ccntribution to the team.
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#2 WHO'S IN CHARGE?
This exercise is designed to increase feelings of control. Thought
restructuring is used to help athletes feel that they have an effect on
the outcome of situations. In this exercise, athletes must first learn
what thoughts they are experiencing, and what thoughts are interfering
with their performance. Meichenbaum (1976) suggested a four-stage process
for thought restructuring.
Stage 1: Preparing for a stressor
Athletes must "psych" themselves up to meet the challenge. Taking
things one step at a time makes the situation much easier to handle.
Athletes shouid expect anxiety and try to view it as positive. They can
learn to use anxiety as a cue to begin using coping exercises.
Stage 2: Confronting and handling a stressor
Athletes must realize what they have to do, and develop a plan to
deal with it. Thinking about what needs to be done or what can be done
about a problem is much more beneficial than vrorrying about the problem.
Stage 3: Coping with feelings of being overwhelmed
Athletes must keep a focus on the present, and remember what to do
at each moment. Expecting fear to rise will help make it more manageable.
Athletes can do things to take their minds off the fear (see exercise #5).
Stage 4: Reinforcing self-statements
Reinforcing the fact that the athlete made it through the experience
will aid performance next time. Typical sel'-statements are as foilows:
"lt worked, I was able to do it," "lt tr,asn't 's hard as I imagined,rr rrltrs
getting bet-uer^ each time I use the procedure, " "l can control my fear. "
A sample thought restructuring ror-'"ine fci lows:
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SAMPLE THOUGHT RESTRUCTURING ROUTINE
Brian is a gymnast. He has fears of being injured when he performs on
the long horse. His coach has suggested that he try a thought restructuring
routine to deal with his fear.
In stage 1, Brian knows that he has a fear of performing on the vault.
His fear is that he will miss his hand placement and crash into the horse.
Brian developed his fear from seeing a teammate get injured performing the
vault in the beginning of the season. in thought restructuring, Brian decides
the best way to deal with his fear is to practice his run, takeoff, and push-
off on the vault. Brian carefully pians exactly where his start point for his
run should be, as well as his take-off point and hand placement target. Brian
actually tapes a square on the horse to target the exact spot he wants to
focus on for hand piacement.
By putting his anxiety energy into perfecting his technique, Brian avoids
having to worry, and can focus on perfecting his performance. Brian knows
that when he is ready to compete his anxiety level will rise, but he will
be ready because he has been working on his technique.
In stage 2, Brian is getting ready for the teamrs exhibition meet for
parents weekend. This is the first "competition" of the season. Brian is
psyched to try the vault. He knows that he wili get nervous before he vaults,
but he knows that his anxiety will increase his physiological arousal, which
will help his competitive edge. Brian knows that if his anxiety and arousal
rise too high, he can use thought stopping technique: he has learned to help
control his emotions. He carefully reviews.his techr, que, being able to assure
himself how ready he is because of the intense effort he has put into preparation.
In stage 
-1, Brian has to cope with feelings of being overwhelmed. Five
minutes before Brian is to compete, his; fears siart to rise. He starts to
panic, and then remembers what ne was t,olo to do ii he panrcked. He must
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focus on the present, and remember each step in his vault. If he takes it
one step at a time, he can perform well. Brian practices the thought
stopping routine he learned (exercise 4) and remembers that he really is
prepared for his vault.
In stage 4, Brian vaults, and is successful, due to his ability to
control his fear and keep his mind clear to perform his vault. He is very
excited that he performed in competition without crashing. He tells himself
that he can loosen up more and get better scores in meets, because he doesn't
have to worry about getting hurt. Brian talks to his teammates and his
coach, expressing his feeiings of confidence and excitement. His teammates
and coach are supportive because they know how hard he has worked to master
his fear.
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#3 COMMITMENT
This exercise is designed to increase commitment by dealing with the
athlete's intentions. Athietes can write daily or weekly intenticns to
focus their attention on what they intend to wcrk on during a particular
stage of their spcrt situation. These intentions are made known to other
members of the team, so that a mutual supOort system is developed, and
teammates can help keep each other focused on their intentions. In writing
intentions, athletes decide upon a focus phr^ase for the week, then pick a
power word to typify their statement and help remind them of their focus for
the week. Athletes then use their power words to help each other stay on
target to work on the task they have chosen to focus on for the week.
In fear of injury, intentions wi.ll focus on reducing fear. I.lhile not
necessarily the only focus of intentions, various aspects of reducing the
fear shoulC be focused on for a lar"ge percentage of the fearful pericd.
Sample intentions fol low:
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SAMPLE SWIMMING/DIVING ttEAM WEEKLY INttENtt10NS
Support your lntentions and those of your teammates by reading and
affirming them at least twice daily.
AARON will try to lower stroke rate (LESS STROKES).
★GEORGE will not puppy out in any cf the sets this week (HANG ttIGH丁)。
★DICK will get up enough guts to throw his back 21/2 fOr 6:s in
Saturdayls meet (SPIN, SKIN, AND WIN)!
」OHN will stay on top of his schocl work and swimming at the same
time (C00RDINAT10N).
CLAIRE will get into shape (HOURGLASS).
★」ANE will practice her reverse dive lead―ups thr e times during
practice (CRASH).
」IM will push off the wall to the flags (PELVIC ttHRUST).
★MIKE will walk to the end of the bloard and visualize his reverse
somersault (RELAX).
丁OM will get correct timing and arm bend in fly stroke (丁IME WARP).
GARY will work on sprint breaststr'oke (SPRINT).
ROB will get back into shape this week (WAKE―UP).
DORIS will get healthy (HEALTHY).
★CHUCK will attempt 3 dives from the platform this week (HIGH DIVE).
★SUE will not slow down before the end of the pool so she doesn:t hit
her head in backstroke (KAMIKAZE).
CAROL will work hard throughott the entire practice (INttENSE PAIN)。
★fear of injury related
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#4 STOP
This exercise is designed to reduce fear of injury through restructuring
thoughts. Thought stopping procedures are utilized to restructure these
thoughts. The basis for these procedures and the following thought stopping
routine is derived from work done by Cautela and Wisocki (1977).
The concept of trying to control thoughts in order to change behavior
is not a new one. Thought stopping differs from other techniques in that
other techniques try to increase the probability of a response that is
antagonistic to the undesired response. The technique employed here is
designed to decrease the occurrence of the undesired thoughts and to replace
them with appropriate thoughts when they do occur.
In this exercise the thought stopping technique is explained, inciuding
the behavioral analysis, rationale, control of thought stopping, and an
example of application of the technique. Guidelines for consideration when
using thought stopping follow this exercise. These guidelines should be
followed carefully, as Cautela and Wisocki warn that incorrect usage of
+"hcught stopping might result in the reinforcement of maladaptive behavior
patterns, rat,her than their elimination.
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THOUGHT STOPPING (TS)
Behavioral Analysis
The therapist (can be coach, assis;tant coaches, trainer, team psychologist,
etc.) asks the athlete to Iist fear of injury thoughts which cannot be controlled.
Each item is written as a concrete statement in the athlete's own words. Sally
(a diver) will be used an an example.
Sally's thoughts:
"l'm going to hit the board on my reverse dive."
"l'm not going to rotate far enough."
Rationale
The target thoughts are agreed upon, and the therapist and athlete discuss
the rationale for eliminating them. The discussion with Saliy will Iikely
center upon how her thoughts of hitting the board and not rotating enough are
detrimental to her current diving performances. The therapist will point out
that her" thoughts also will inhibit further progression in Iearning new dives.
Se I f-contro I
The therapist discusses TS with Sally, ensuring that once she knows and
understands the TS procedure, it will be helpful to her in controlling other
fears that might arise in the future.
Appl ication of Technique
These instructions are given to Sally to demonstrate the TS procedure:
"Sit back, relax, and close your eyes. In a few seconds I'm
going to say the word "90." As soon as I say "go,', I want
you to deliberately think this thought: "lrm going to hit
the board on my reverse dive." As soon as you begin the
thought with the words "lrm going to," signal me by raising
your right hand. Do you understanrl the instructions? 0kay.
'-eal back, Relar, tea'1y? rrr\^. rrrr
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As soon as SaIly raises her hand, the therapist loudly shouts "ST0P,"
usually producing a startle response. Sally opens her eyes and the therapist
asks her about the experience. Sally's; typical responses would probably be:
"You startled me"; "I got scared"; "You intemupted the thought." If Sally
doesn't mention that the thought disappear€.,, the therapist will question
her specifically, and then explain to hrer that a person cannot think of two
things at the same time. A second triarl is given during which the therapist
waits about 1 second longer before shouting "ST0P." As with the first trial,
the therapist inquires as to whether or not the thought disappeared (it should).
The therapist now explains to Sally that she needs to learn the TS
technique to use on her own. The therapist gives her these instructions:
"lrm going to ask you to close youLr eyes again, but this
time Irm not going to yell stop. Try to imagine, as
well as you can, or try to hear yourself yelling stop
very loudly. Keep practicing until you get it as loud
and as clear as possible. Then open your eyes."
When Sally opens her eyes, the therapist asks if the imagery was loud enough
to evoke a jolt. If she says "no," she is asked to practice again until
she can. She can even yell out loud a few times, and then try the imagery
again. Another method is to imagine the word "ST0P" in bright red letters
in front of the face.
Sally and the therapist now practice for about l0 minutes, alternating
interruptions of the thought until she indicates th;:t she has learned the
procedure (about 20 trials). At the end of the ses::on, Sally is instructed
to rehearse the procedure at specified times during the day (two or three
times daily for 10 to 20 trials per session) and whenever there is any
spontaneous occurrence of the thoughts discussed during the analysis phase.
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In order to prevent discouragement if the thoughts recur, the therapist
tells Sallly that repeating the word "STOP" is more beneficial than thinking
the fear thought. The therapist also reminds Sally that the target thought
will occur less and less frequently, until it completely disappears.
After the initial session, a weekly check is make of the frequency
of practice, the specific thought that occured, and any failures with the
procedure. Therapy sessions of 5 to 10 minutes a week are allotted to
rehearse the TS procedure. The check-up periods may be increased or decreased,
depending on Sallyrs progress.
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GUIDELINES FOR THOUGHT STOPPING
(f rom Cautela & Wisocki , 1977)
1. Occasionally the question arises i.f a pleasant or distracting thought
should follow the "ST0P" image. This is not generally recommended
in the initial stages of TS, as remembering to say "ST0P" is usually
difficult enough without trying to search for another response.
2. Concern is sometimes expressed over whether it will be necessary to
use TS for a problem for the rest of the clients' lives. Usually not,
although the problem might recur sometime in the future, at which time
continued use of TS will result in its elimination.
3. Some clients have concern that thoughts will be submerged only to resurface
later or in another way. It must be remembered that TS is not going
to eliminate problems, but will eliminate nonconstructive worrying.
4. In conjunction with rehearsal of the TS technique, the therapist should
constantly remind the athletes that the thoughts are rubbish and serve
no useful purpose. The athletes should consider the thoughts as the
elements that are making them fearful.
5. Athletes should be reminded to use the TS procedure both during therapy
and also after the therapy has been terminated until the thoughts are
no lcnger a major problem.
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#5 STRATEGIES
This exercise is designed to teach athletes various coping strategies.
Strategies involve athletes focusing on imagery, or concentrating on a
particular focus, either related crF UnFelated to the fear. These strategies
are extrapolated from work by Turk (1981).
1. Imaginative Inattention. The strategy is to ignore the intense
stimulation by producing a mental image that is incompatible with the
experience of fear. For example, imagining a pleasant day at the beach,
etc.
2. Imaginative Transformaticn of Fear. Interpreting the sensations
present as something other than fear, or minimizing those sensations as
trivial or unreal.
3. Imaginative Transformaticn of Context. Picturing a context of
scene in which the intense stimulation is different from the actual
situation. That is, being aware cf the intense stimulation and sensations
but imagining them arising out of some other context. An example to
ciarify this strategy is being aware of the high fear of injury, but
imagining that it is occurring in some other sit,uaticn rather than in
your sport, such as while you are sitting in your living room.
4. Focusing Attention on Physical Characteristics of the Environment.
An example is that you feel the fear of injury, but try to put it out of
your mind by focusing your attention on something such as the little tiny
bumps on the surface of the diving board or the pattern of the wal tiles,
etc.
5. Mental Distraction. Focusing attention on specific thoughts
An example of this strategy might be that
problems in your mind to distract you from
without producing an image.
you might perform arithmetic
the fear.
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6. Focusing Attention in a Disassociative Manner on the Part of the
Body Receiving the Intense Sensations (somatization). Athletes usually
have a mental picture of what they think will happen during the routine
or sport activity. The athlete can compare sensations in the different
parts of the body, including the areas that they are afraid will be injured.
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#6 TAPES
Two important methods of deal.ing with fear of injury are mastery and
coping rehearsal. Rotella, Malone, and 0jala (1981) defined these methods.
In mastery rehearsal athletes imagine themselves performing perfectly
without experiencing stress or anxiety. in coping rehearsal athletes
imagine themselves in situations where they experience a temporary loss
of control (physical, emotional, or psychological) which is then regained
through coping techniques they have learned. Athletes can practice
appropriate responses to situations, which will facilitate the recall
of these responses during their sport performance.
This exercise involves the use of cassette tapes produced by the
athletes from scripts of both masl.ery and coping situations. t'lethods
for producing mastery and coping scripts follow this page, and are taken
from work done by Rotella et al. (1981).
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MAKING A MASIERY TAPE
In order to make a mastery tape, athletes must be able to identify
their perception of a "perfect performance." Athletes should consider all
aspects of their performance. After identifying a perfect performance,
the athlete reviews it with the ccach or therapist to get feedback on the
realism of their concept relative to their abilities and performances.
After discussion and evaluation, athletes write a script of their
"perfect performance." In the mastery script, athletes should describe
how they feel throughout the perfcrmance. They should describe how their
entire body feels, including parts of the body such as arms, legs, etc.
Information about how objects in the environment Iook, sound, etc. help
to make the mastery tape a more realistic situation. The performance also
should be described in technicai terms. This terminology should be that
normally used by the athletes, thus making the tape more meaningful to them.
Performance length on tape should generally match the actual performance
length, although some athletes mentally rehearse their performance in slow
motion, in which case the length of the tape is not of primary importance.
The mastery tape should include all pre-event preparation, as well as the
visualization of the actual oerformance.
The acoustical aspects of the mastery tape are very important. Many
athletes use introductory or background music to enhance their concentration.
The type of voice used is also important. Individual preferences will
determine the use of a scft, mellow voice vers; s a loud, boisterous voice.
Whatever the choice, the athlete must demonsti 'e an emotionai involvement
in what they are sa.ving on the tape in orCer t,o ma;<inize the benefits from
the tape.
In assisting in the creation of masi:'y tapes, coaches must remember
tnat each athlete is an individual and will peI^ceive situations differentiy.
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Tapes may vary greatly, although all tapes should include the basic
considerations important in creating a useful mastery tape.
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EXAMPLE OF A MASTERY SCRIPT
I wake up with the sun shining through my window. I feel good, and
I I ie in bed for a few minutes feel ing the warmth of the sun in my hotel
room. Today we play our first ice hockey game in the regional playoffs.
I feel excitement flowing through me. I will be the starting goalie in
today's game. I have been preparing for this game throughout the season.
I know I will do well in this game, and will not have to worry about getting
injured. My muscles feel strong, and I know my anticipation is good, so
my reflexes are very fast. I get out of bed and stretch, feeling my
muscles loosen. I take a steamy shower and dress, feeling very rested and
in tune. After dressing, I go downstairs to meet the team for breakfast.
Yummy!!! Waffles! My favorite breakfast! They taste great, and I know
that they will help us beat our opponents, who hopefully will be eating a
greasy breakfast! Everyone at breakfast is excited about the upcoming
game. l,le are f i I led with anticipation, and we're psyched to win !
I head back to my room to pack my gear for the game. l,le have plenty
of time to let our breakfast settle before the game. I look over my gear
as I carefully pack it in my bag. My skates were sharpened the day before
we left, so I had a day to practice on them--they did a great job on the
sharpening. I had new straps sewed on my pads last week, and I checked
before we left to make sure they are holding up--l feel like I have new
equ i pment.
The bus is right on time to take us to the arena--we'll have time'cr
a good warmup, wi'uhout having to rush anything. lJe arrive at the arena.
and head for the rink to see the ice before we change. I feei very
confident today. when we see the ice everyone gets even more psyched.
The ice is clear and smooth, and the zamboni is finishing its run so the
ice will be hard by the time we get to it. Freshly repainted lines and
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circles gleam brightly through ther ice. This rink is almost exactly like
ours, so it will seem as if we dr€: playing at, home. This is a big rink,
and our oppongnts have a smaller version, so +uhey'll have to skate more
than they're used tr:. I feel very'confident that we will play we1I today--
everyone is reaiiy psyched. We go to the locker room to change, and the
air is filled with chatter as we exchange our feelings of excitement.
As I change I think about +"he game. I know we have prepared well, and we
are al1 healthy. ltiis will be a t;ough game--our opponents are good, no
denying that--sti1i, I'm contident. we will win. Irm psyched to meet the
chal).enge of playing tlrem--they heive one of the best scorers in the country
on their tearn. Even so, I kncw I'm very gcod, and one of the best goalies,
so 'uhis is a gcod chaiienge to shilt this player down. I'm very quick,
and our defense is good--we i,lILL :;ucceedll
We ieave the locker room, ancl s+,art our warmup. The ice is cold and
hard--this will be a fast gaire. Itly skates glide easily over the ice, and
niy legs feel strong as I skate around the rink. I rough up the ice in
front cf t-he goal sc I have slr:'e;'coting. I feel gcod all over. My
teariir,nates iake easy shci., ai 1,ne clo.r1, SC I c.rn utarm Lip slowly" I easily
Ceflect. +"he shots, a:rd my tiriiing is right on target today--this is how I
feel when I ha,re my Lrest garnes! lt{y teammates take turns shooting from
the point, then cornin-o 'in one.-l;n-one with me--!,10W!--Irm doing so wel i
that I even surpris{.: rn.v'selili I':r de:'initely ready for this game!!
iite game is ainiosr. t'tady'Lo s;talr--the s11"'.r team has finished their
war;rup, too--t,hey 1c':rk Er:0r1, lt:Ji, l. know r^re want this game more than
anyone, and it wiii be ve:1, i:ciigh tc beat us today. I look around the
rink--the stands havc. f i 11ed wi''"tt peonle, the,v are al i sitting expectantly--
i knou we'i1 give tiii:1, i lcoa !-anl.f . A gror:c cf our iriends came to the
qame, and t,hey've b1gr:ghr i bi1-; colorful i'anner tc cheer us on--l feei
great I I
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The game starts, and the crowd starts to cheer--we seem to have many
more fans than our opponents, and we can feel their strong support. We
quickly gain control of the puck,. and our passes are crisp and clean. I
can feel the adrenaline flowing through my system--we take the puck down
the ice, and pass in front of the goal--SC0RE!!!! W0LJ--that was fast--
I don't think they thought we would come out as aggressively as we did!
Back to center ice--the other team looks frustrated by our quick attack--
I'm sure they'll tighten up now, but the damage is done--our team is super-
charged!! We face-off, and our team gets control again. l.Ie take the puck
down the ice again and shoot, but their goalie deflects the puck and they
get control. The puck goes back and forth, and finally they bring the puck
up and are ready to shoot--I'm psyched, because I know how good I feel--
they can shoot all day!! Their leading scorer has the puck--he takes a
shot--the puck flasnes at me--ZAPP0!--I easily deflect it with my pads,
and our team gets control again--triOW!--werre real Iy dominating this game!
The period ends, and we skate off for a quick break--our team is really
psyched, and our coach points out how we can capitalize on the other team's
f rustration. l'le know we wi 1l come out strong. Everyone congratulates me
on my super save--l feel VERY good.
l,le skate back onto the ice--the game starts again. The puck goes back
and forth with no score, The other team shoots repeatedly, but each time
I easily deflect their pucks. One of our players was caught roughing and
has tr sit in the penalty box--the other team has a power play, usually very
power rl. I'm confident that I can stop them--it will be a tough challenge.
They have the puck, and work it arcund my goal--they are trying to catch a
good angie. I skate from side to side, and I know that they are frustrated
because I am very fast. Time on the penalty is running out, and they have
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to get a shot off--I know they will have to depend upon their top shooter,
so I can concentrate on him. He has the puck--skating very fast now--he
comes around the corner of the goal and tries to flip the puck in--ZAPPO!!--
AGAIN I am too quick for him, and the puck goes back out. Time is up for
our penalty, and we are even again--WOw!!--I stopped them on a power play--
I feel so good--nothing can get by me. The second period ends, and we skate
off the ice to let the zarnboni resurface the ice. Everyone is so psyched--
the fans cheer as we pass them on the way to our locker room. A short break
and we're back on the ice ready to start the final period. The score is
still 1-0 in our favor. The period starts, and the other team looks very
frustrated--ure will surely win this gamel Again the puck goes up and down
the ice--we get control again, and score another goal. The other team is
getting desperate now, and their shots are coming more frequently--I easily
stop them--my body feels very in tune, and I feel as though I couid stop
anything they have to show me. Their top scorer gets the puck in a break-
away, and skates towards me in a one-on-one--come on, I,ll stop youll He
shoots, and I stop the puck--IrM INCREDIBLE T0DAY! ! The buzzer sounds--
the game is over!!--our team piles out onto the ice, and we are cheering
and jumping--WE I.ION!M,Je shake hands with the other team, and their best
player congratulates me on a super game--l feel soooooo goodl Our team
circles around me and congratuiates me--l can hardly believe how well I
played myself--This was a great day!
I fer:l very proucl--I have helped our tearn to win the first game in
regionals ! We shourer and change, rel iving each rnoment of the game. Time
for dinner and to ceiebra-ue our rvin--then get ready for our next game--we
will NOT be beatenll I feel very 3ood--my body doesn't seem to have any
Druises, and I knovr I ivi I I continu,: to do wel l--NATIONALS HERE l^lE C0ME! ! I
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MAKING A COPING TAPE
Coping tapes are different from mastery tapes in that the athletes
are not rehearsing a "perfect" performance. The athletes mentally
rehearse performing under stressful conditions and their responses to
their situation. In coping tapes athletes are provided with mental
strategies to rehearse which will prepare them to perform successfully
in any situation in which they find themselves. The tapes should include
all possible types of problems the athletes might encounter in their
competitive environments. The athletes should carefully plan strategies
to cope successfully with all the stressful situations, which they can
integrate into the tape and thus iearn to use when they actually encounter
problems or stressful situations. In a coping tape dealing with fear of
injury, athletes would include thr:ir fears of being injured along with
other stressful situations that tlrey might encounter.
Rotella et al. (1981) offer a four-step approach to use when
planning coping strategies. Athletes should decide which stressful
sit,uations affect their performance, and employ t,he four-step approach in
the creation of their coping tape:s. In the four-step approach, athletes
should (a) recognize the distraction; (b) tfrink "stop" to themselves;
(c) breathe deeply--"1et go" of muscle tension; and, (d) use a concentration
word to bring them back to concen'-rating on the task (e.g., ,,think,', or
"respond"). The same concentration word or phrase should be used
consistently throughcut the ccping tape. coping strategies shoul r
irnmeciiately be emplcyed after the concentration word. Coping str --egies
ar: b:sed on positive seif-tai< ivhich athletes think to thenselves.
A+"hlet.es should create a positive self -staternenr" fcr al I the s'uressiul
situations they anticipate.
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In making a coping tape, as with a mastery tape, athletes and coaches
must realize that each athlete is rlifferent and responds differently to
stressful situations. Through mastery and coping tapes, athletes can
help increase their self-confidencre both prior to and during competition.
Athletes can have confidence knowing that by planning their coping strategies,
they are better prepared to cope with all types of situations that might
arise during competition.
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EXAMPLE OF A COPING SCRIPT
It is the day before our first ice hockey game in the regionai
tournament. We're on the bus traveling to Providence, where the
tournament will be held. We won't have time to practice, and I'll be
stiff from travelling. Flow can I hope to piay well without practicing
the day before the game? ST0P--LET G0--THINK. Werve traveled farther
than this before a Eame, and we've won most of the games even when we
haven't been able to practice the day before. Besides, that will give
me a day to rest, and I play well after a day off. I'11 just go for a
short run when we get to the hotel to loosen me up.
Well, the bus trip went quicker than expected, and I donrt feel
too stiff from the trip--BUT, i went for a short run before dinner, and
turned my ankle--now what am I going to do? My ankle is sore, and how
will I ever be able to react to all the shots tomorrow with a sore ankle?
I'11 probably hurt it even more! STOP--LET GO--THINK. My ankle isnrt
really THAT sore, and if I ice it tonight a couple of times and get it
taped tomorrow, I'm sure it will be fine. It'll sure help to get a good
night's sleep--but how can I hope to get any sleep on THIS bed? This bed
is like sleeping on a very hard rock! It's sure obvious they donrt
want these mattresses to wear out for a few hundred years or so ! ST0P--
LET G0--THINK. This mattress is harC, but it's no worse than the floor
we slept on at Jeff's house before our title game in that tournament at
the beginning of the season. And I had a sh:iout in that game!
Pause... It's morning. I start to streti :r and...0h No ! I'm supposed
to mee+" the team fcr breakfast in 5 minutesl These hotels always screw up
the wake up calls! coach is gonna be really mad if I'm latel I'll have
to rush, and therers prcbably not r3ven dny hot water! STOP--LET GO--THINK.
I'11 have lots of time to shower after breakfast, and I wcn't have to be
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Iate if i go downstairs now.
Here I am, right on time! Everyone seems to be very quiet this
morning--l sure hope they get psyched for the game. How will we ever
win with them Iike Zombies?! I"le rnight as well pack and go home now--
I'm gonna get blasted out of the rink for sure! STOP--LET G0--THINK.
What am I saying! 0f course everyone is quiet--they just got up! They
probably didn't wake up on time either! Coach is smart--that's why he
got us up this early for breakfast--so we'll be wide awake and ready for
the game. At least we'11 get a good meal to start us off.
Yuk! Everyone in the restaurant has eggs! And they look like
theyrre doing the backstroke in all the grease on the plates! I'11
NEVER survive if I have to eat those greasy things! I'll be like a lump
of grease in the goal ! STOP--LET G0--THINK. Coach always gets us a
good meal, and Irm sure that today of all days he didn't screw up. Just
as I thought--here come the waitresses with platters of pancakes, muffins,
and bagels--energy food! AII the carbo's should help us skate well. I
should have known coach is too smart for all my worrying.
!'lell, up to pack my gear for the game--nice hot shower, I'm really
feeling good! I,Jhat is this? WHERE ARE MY SKATES? 0H NOl!! I left
them to be sharpened the night before we left, and I forgot to pick them
up when I was late getting out of class! I might as well hitch-hike home,
because when coach finds out I forgot my skates I might not survive to
even walk home! He's gonna be lividl ! l I'm really a no-good turkeyl
sr0P--LET G0--THINK. sure I'm a dummy, and coach will be mad, but he's
done s*uuff like that in his cal^eer, so he'll understand. What's important
is tha*u he'll get over his anger ard heip me solve this problem. I know
they have an ice hockey league her,3. I kncw they'll have some goalie
.k--e:-:;-" the rrrrk--l'll iiave Lne lanager get me d poir. 0F ccurse theyrll
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be different from mine, but it sure beats skating around in my socks!
At least my ankle feels good this morning.
Wow! Coach just laughed when I told him about my skates--seems he
and the assistant had a bet that someone would forget their skates ! He
probably also saw how embarrassed I was! Now we're waiting for the bus
to come and take us to the arena--it's already 20 minutes late! ['lerre
going to have to rush there, rush to change, rush through the warmup,
rush, rush, rush! I'm sure I won't be able to get ready and warmed up
on time! Theyrll probably have three goals on me before I get fully warmed
up! Then we'll never catch up! We'll lose the game, and it'll be all my
f ault. STOP--LET G0--THINK. Here comes the bus. l.ie'11 have to rush a
little, but it will get our adrenaline flowing! I've gone out and played
without long warmups lots of times, and I've always done fine. Sometimes
I complain because the warmups are too long! Coach will probably be able
to push the game back 5 or I0 minutes, and I know we'11 be ready to meet
our opponents--we've been mentally warming up ali morning.
Great--we're here! We really flashed through the traffic! A quick
check to see the arena, and we're off to change--this rink is huge! And
the ice looks soft! It really seems warm in here. l,le practice on a much
snaller rink, and we'll be worn out by the end of the first period! They'll
dominate the game, and they'll have lots of opportunity to score on me!
ST0P--LET G0--THINK. Hey--l remember our opponent's rink is iust Iike
ours, so they'll probably be tired too! Werve conditioned hard throrgh
the whole season, and now it's really going to pay off--l,{E'LL be the rnes
in controll Even if they do get shots on goal--that's why I'm herel I'm
ready for wha-,ever they have to shcw!
We change, and go out to warm up. The ice isn't as soft as it looked,
so it will be a faster game--good, we can tire them out. I beqjn my
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warmup--my legs feel good, my ankle is okay, even on my borrowed skates!
I think everything will be just fine...YE0W!!!--That shot just nailed me
right in the upper arm! 0l.l, OI.J, CtW!!! It really stings! Great--Irm
hurt and the game hasn't even started! My arm will be sore during the
game, and i'm bound to get hit there again--i won't be able to stop any
shots from that direction! This is just what I've been afraid of--those
stupid desensitization exercises don't help a thing when it gets doln to
the wire! ST0P--LET GO--THINK! ! Let's get rational here! If it weren't
for those "stupid desensitization exercises," I wouldnrt even be on the
ice! I've come a long way in reducing my fear of injury this season--
sure I'll get some bumps and bruises, but thatts to be expected. I know
my reflexes are good, and I can block almost everything with my pads. I'11
get a pad from the trainer, and I know I don't have to worry about getting
hurt today--l' I I be great !
The game is ready to start. My arm feels much better now--I know Irll
have a nice bruise later. The crcwd cheers, and the game begins. The puck
goes up and back, without any ciear control. i can tell we're still not
settled from having to rush around this morning. Uh oh, they have control--
I':r ready--Pow! I deflected the shot--great--theyrre coming back for a
second shot--Argh! i can't qui*,e reach iI--SCORE. 0h man, why couldn't I
reach just a Iittie further! We're still unsettled, and now they're fired
upl They're sure to score again, and werll never catch up! And ail because
I couldn't rea' h a I ittle fur+.her! We certainly canrt win if I let in all
their shots! : 0P--LET G0--THINK. BE REAL. That was a beautiful goal
*;ha*u the5, j ust score,.1--l can'i take that away f rom t,hem. I guess that's
wn_v he's an Al l-American I I stcoped the f irst shct, and it wasn't so eisy--
mcst other goalies wouldn't have gotten it! I can't hope to stop everything,
sird I aiw;_v- ,.ry;rty harle.t. I l..r,ow t coulc;t't have reached any fartiter
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even if i was Spiderman! I knol we want this game mcre than they do--we
just have to settle down.
Our team looks like they just woke up--werre taking control of the
puck, and we're beginning to look very good. Just as I thought, we just
hal to settle down. The period ends, and we skate off the ice. Everyone
looks and sounds more psyched. Wel're ready for them now.
The second period starts, and one of our players draws a penalty
immediately--what a dummy! Now they have a power play, and they're certain
to score. I'm really in for it now. Irll be shell-shocked by the time
this power play is over. I should just skate to the side and let them
score! ST0P--LET G0--THINK. Any time there's a power play it gives that
team an advantage, but it certainly doesn't guarantee a score. Irve had
a great record of saving power plays this year, and it will be a challenge
to stop this AII-American--l think. hers a little cocky. Irm an Ali-Arnerican
too, and I think he's forgotten it!
They get the puck--and now tlrey're taking shots--0w! I caught another
shot in the arml I'll be more sore...ST0P--LET G0--THINK. Donrt get out
of control--no time to be sore. Another shot, and another--they skate around
the goal and try to shovel the puck in as they go by--I'm fast, and I deflect
ali the shots--We're even again! I survived the power play without a score!
I feel good.
It's the third period now, and we're still behind 0-1. Werre running
out of time, and we need to score. We have been looking good, but haven't
been able to put the puck in the goal. Hor.r can we possibly get 2 goals?
STOP--LEI G0--THINK. l,Je iook gcod, and we're sure to score soon--we have
control even nol. Alright ! I,le just scored ! Now at least we're tied !
But that means we'll have to go into overtime! My arm will never last
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that long--it's getting more sore all the time. STOP--LET GO--THINK. We
still have time left to score, and I'm positive we can score. Great! I,Je
just got a power play--one of their players tripped--maybe we can score
now! One minute left, and we're tied--we score!! We're ahead, if we can
only hold on for 45 seconds--oh no! Hey, we didn't, trip that guyl Another
power play for them--l'll never survive this one--my arm is really aching--
I'11 never be able to react in time to their shots! ST0P--LET G0--THINK.
I've played all game, and I can't give up now--only 30 seconds to go--GET
TOUGH!! They get controi of the puck, and shoot again and again--l defiect
the puck as fast as it comes--just hold on--the buzzer sounds--WE WON!!!
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#7 DESENSI TIZE
This exercise is designed to teach the athlete systematic desensitization
procedures. The rationale for these procedures is discussed in the text
of this paper. Systematic desensitization is an effective means of reducing
fear of injury. In systematic desensitization, athletes are exposed to
aversive stimuli. This expcsure is performed over a varying period of time,
and athletes are exposed to stimuli from the least anxiety producing to the
most anxiety producing situations. Fear reduction is accomplished through
pairing of anxiety competing respons;es (such as relaxation techniques) with
graded exposure to aversive stimuli.
Systematic desensitization can be performed in three different ways.
Exposure to aversive stimuli can be accomplished through imagery, with the
individual visualizing the anxiety producing situation; through in vivo, or
actual exposure, with the individual being exposed to anxiety producing
situations in real life; or through a mixed approach, with the individual
visualizing some situations, and actuaily experiencing others. In this
exercise, we will deal with the use of systematic desensiti.zation through
the visual ization technique.
The first step in systematic desensitizaticn is formation of a fear
hierarchy. A fear hierarchy is a ranked Iist of aversive stimuli ranging
from least to most anxiety producing situations. The fear hierarchy can
contain from 5 to 25 items, depending upon how extensive the athlete's fear
is. It is very important that the fear hierarchy be personalized for :ach
athlete who is experiencing fear of injury, as individuals are very di 'erent.
Eich ariiete mus*' decide what situations cause fear and anxiety, I is-" these
siiuations, and then rank this list frcm the least anxiety prcducing to the
mos-L anxiety producing. This Iist is now termed a fear hierarchy.
ii,e i-t,dr hierarcrry siioiiid incLuce ai i aspec'"s in the deso'ipriurt cf eacn
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situation, such as smell, feel, souncl, distance from the feared object or
situation, etc. Providing specifics about hierarchy situations makes
them more realistic and, therefore, more beneficial in helping to reduce
athletes' fears.
After the fear hierarchy is constructed, a fear thermometer should
be applied to the hierarchy. A fear thermometer is a method of estimating
the amount of anxiety that each situation creates. To apply the fear
thermometer to the fear hierarchy, rate each situation on a scale of 0-100,
with 0 representing a situation which produces no anxiety, and 100
representing the highest anxiety prcducing situation possible. After
rating each situation, evaluate the fear hierarchy. There should be a
maximum gap of 15 points between situations. If gaps of more than 15 points
are evident, the athlete must think of more situations to fill that
particular gap in fear producing situations. For example, if divers can
only think of high anxiety situations, such as flipping and hitting the
diving board, then they must think r:f lesser anxiety producing situations
to fill the hierarchy, such as jumping off the board and flipping a dive
with a retractable board, etc. It is important to remember that situations
must be realistic, but that they can be experienced through imagery.
Therefore, some of the situations can be experienced through imagery, and
others through actual experience.
In this exercise, directions and a script have been prepared for
athletes to transfer onto a cassett;e. Information for this script has been
taken from Fensterheim and Bauer (1977).
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Directions for a Systematic Desensitization Imagery Script
Athletes should take their fear hierarchy and list each item/situation
on a separate index card. The cards should then be placed in sequence,
with the least anxiety producing situation on the top card. Athletes
should be familiar with and have practiced the relaxation exercise in
exercise #9. When instructed in thi:; script to visualize a pleasant scene,
athletes should have one in mind, or use something like imagining the word
"calm" spelled out in big letter"s in front of their face.
The initial part of the systematic desensitization script is an
abbreviated version of a full relaxation exercise, and takes about 7 minutes
to perform. The entire body is tensed as a uni*,, rather than in parts as
in the fuil relaxation exercise. Se,t up the tape recorder so that it is
within easy reach.
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Desensitization Script
(Fensterheim & Bauer, 1977)
Lie down. Make sure you are comfortable. Be sure your tape recorder
is within easy reach. Your arms and legs should be uncrossed and in
comfortable positions. Your eyes should be closed. If stray thoughts
enter your mind, tell yourself "ST0P," and push them away so you can
refocus on what you are doing.
Tighten your entire body all at once. Feel the tension build up in
your body. Study the tension, feel where it is the tightest, and where the
tension is the least. Put your toes together pigeon toed, with your heels
siightly apart', and push your toes away from you. Feel it tighten your
leg muscles. Tighten your legs, your thighs tighten your buttocks
tighten your abdomen. Raise your arms from your shoulders, clench your
fists, stiffen your eibows. Feel tlre tension in your arms. Squeeze your
eyes shut . . clench your teeth . feel the tension in your iaw
keep your face as tight as possible, arch your neck, point your chin to the
ceiling. Hold the tension in your whole body Hold it (about 7 seconds).
Now let that tension explode. Let your arms come back to your sides,
put your chin dovrn. Concentrate on the feeling of tension that is leaving
your body (about l0 seconds).
Now check out the muscles in your legs and thighs . is there any
tension? Take it a spot at a time and let it out, let it go (about 5 second
pause). Reiax the muscles of your abdomen and back let the tension
go (5 secci s). Feel the muscles in your fingers and arms let the
tensicn go. Let them feel pleasantly heavy (5 seccnd pause)- Relax the
muscles of .vour face and 5aw (5 seconds)'
rioi,,take a deep [rreath and hotd it. Keep holding it (15-20 second
1,.,S*). l,l:rr. s1111!v Iot it oLrt, (pause) . now breathe easily and
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comfortably . the way you do whenr you are completely relaxed.
Now picture your pleasant scene. If you can't think of a scene,
picture the word calm, C-A-L-M, calm" If your mind wanders, bring back
your pleasant scene or the word calm., While you think of your pleasant
scene, relax the muscles of your toes . let them go . . . relax the
rnuscle of your legs let any tension flow out . relax the
muscles of your thighs, relax the murscles in your buttocks, let the
tension go . remember your pleasant scene, the word calm, and relax
the muscles of your abdomen . let them go
stomach. . . relax them, feel the tension go.
. the muscles in your
relax your back, Iet
it melt into the mattress, relax your chest . breathe easily and
comfortably imagine the pleasant scene, the word calm, and relax the
muscles in your fingers, relax your hands and forearms . let them go. .
the muscles of your upper arms and shoulders let them go . . . feel
the tension flow out . the muscles between your shoulder blades, relax
the muscles in your neck feel your neck relax. . . your head lies
Iimply on the pillow. . your pleasant scene, the word calm. relax
the muscles in your forehead and scalp, let them go the muscles between
your eyebrows, relax them relax your eyelids, let them feel heavy. .
the muscles around your nose and mouth, the muscles in your iaw.
relax them. let them go . your teeth slightly parted and your javr
hanging slack . . . relax the muscles around your mouth, your lips
keep imagining the pieasant Scene, the word calm, check out your body to
see if there is any tension left take that tension a spot at a time. .
Iet i*u go
Keep letting go . . your whcle body is calm and relaxed . calm
and reiaxed . calrn and relaxed . calm and relaxed. l'low check out
ycur rerlsions. Ii you are rei.xed, go oll witn tiiis tape. If you are not
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relaxed, start this tape from the beginning or discontinue at this point.
(5 second pause)
When I tell you to do so, turn rrff the tape machine, read the disturbing
scene from the top card of your hierarchy, and then close your eyes and
imagine that scene. At the very first sign of increasing tension, start
the tape recorder again. Now do the scene (5 second pause).
Stop. Push that scene away. Take a deep breath through your mouth and
hold it. . hold it. hold it . Now comfortably let it out (10
second pause). Breathe easily and comfortably the way you do when you are
in a deep sleep. Now imagine your p,leasant scene from the relaxation exercise,
or see the word calm . relax thel muscles in your toes, let them go .
the muscles in your legs . let them go. . . your thighs . let them
go . keep imagining your pleasant scene, the word calm, and let your
whole body get calm and reiaxed, caim and relaxed. if you are not
completely calnr and relaxed now, turn off the tape recorder and just keep
relaxing.
Again, you are going to read and imagine the scene on you!" card.
Remember to turn the machine onat the first sign of tension. Go ahead (5
second pause). Stop. Srvit,ch otf the scene . . Take a deep breath
through your mouth and hold i*" hold it . . hold it Novt like
a big sigh, explosively let it out. breathe easily and comfortably
now focus on your pleasant Scene or the word calm, relax your thighs
let them go. Reiax the muscles in your buttocks let them go
the muscles in your back let --hem go. AII the tension gone
calm and relaxed, calm and rela.xe,l . cain and relaxed.
If you are relaxed nour, turn off the machine and imaEine your' dls*"urbing
Scene. Go ahead (5 seccnd pairse). Stop that scene, get it out of your
nr!ncl tak.: r cloer br:r ih and ncld it hold it - hcld it
?
?
Now comfortably let it out. Breathe easily and comfortably, the way you
do in a deep sleep . and zero in on your pleasant scene or the word
caim. Think calm . Now relax the muscles of your abdomen . . Iet
them go . . the muscles of your stomach let them go . . the
tension flowing out . let your back melt into the mattress
relaxed . . . pleasant scene or caln"i . calm and relaxed . calm
and relaxed . calm and relaxed. If you are relaxed now be sure you
know which scene you will do now- l-urn cff the machine and Co it- Go
ahead (5 second pause). Stop that scene. Take a deep breath
in . and . out . . . breathe easily and comfortably. Imagine
your pleasant scene, the word calm ., . . relax the muscies in your
f inger, Iet i,hem go . pieasant :;cene or calm . . . calm and
relaxed calm and reiaxed . calm and relaxed .
Imagine your disturbing scene again. Remember to turn on the machine
at the first sign of tension. Go alread (5 second pause). Stop. Switch
the scene in your mind. Take a deep breath and hoid it hold it.
Now slowly let it out. Breathe easily and comfortably imagine your
pleasant scene or the word calm. Now relax the muscles of your shoulder
blades let them go . the muscles of your neck . your head
lying iimply on the pil1ow . pleasant scene or calm. . . calm and
relaxeci calm and reiaxed.
Check out that you are relaxed. Now again the scene you are working
cn. Gc ahead (5 second pause). St,op that s:ene. Take a deep breath
in . and out . in ancl out. Br'lthe easily and comfortably
imagine your pieasant Scene or calm relax the muscles in your
forehead let them go the muscles between your eyebrows
your eyelids . relax tttem let them feel heavy pleasant
Scene Or Caim Caitn aird i^eiox'=ci . r.d im anii i^elaxed'
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Be sure you are relaxed and alert. your scene again. Go ahead (5
second pause). Stop. Switch off that scene. A deep breath in and out,
in and hold it. . hold it hold it Now like a big sigh,
Iet it out . breathe easily and comfortably. Imagine your pleasant
scene or calm, and relax the muscles of your jaw let it go
teeth slightly parted, jaw hanging slack the muscles around your
chin and mouth . . . rel.ax them pieasant scene or calm calm
and relaxed . calm and relaxed.
One last time--imagine your sc€)ne. Go ahead (5 second
A deep breath in and hold it. Now slowly let it out .
and comfortably the way you do in a deep sleep . . if you
anywhere, let it out. Imagine your pleasant scene or calm
tension anywhere . . . take it a spot at a time and let it
it go let your whole body feel calm and relaxed
relaxed . calm and relaxed.
pause). Stop.
breathe easi ly
feel tension
. feei for
go let
calm and
Now I wiil count from three to one. At the count of one, you'll open
your eyes and sit up. You will be,vide awake and alert, and reiaxed.
Three two. .one
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#8 RELAX
This exercise is designed to teach athletes how to modulate their
Ievel of physiological arousal. Through imagery, athletes can "get
into" their experience and recreate their fear of injury. After they
recreate the fear, relaxation techniques are utilized to reduce the level
of physiological arousal. A "contract-relax" method of relaxation
foilows. Athletes can transfer this script onto a cassette, making
sure to use a slow, calm voice. Soft music can be added to the cassette
to aid in relaxation.
ITHACA CO[Ltct UERARI
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GENERAL RELAXATION INSTRUCTIONS
Begin by getting as comfortable as possible. Lie down or recline
in a comfortable position. Visualize a pleasant scene in your mind,
such as lying on the beach on a warm, sunny day. Feel the warm sand
supporting your body. Feel the grittiness of the sand under your fingers.
Feel the gentle wind blow across your body, gently caressing your skin.
Concentrate on your right arm. Make a fist with your right hand, and
tighten your arm--squeeze it as hard as you can--hold it. Feel the tension
in your arm, feel the tension in all the muscles in your arm--hold it. Now
relax. Feel the tension flow down y'our arm, flow down and out your hands
and fingers. Feel how heavy and relaxed your arm is--it feels like you
could not lift it--it is so heavy and relaxed. Now tighten your arm again--
feel the tension in your arm, all the way up through your shoulder. Hold
that tension--concentrate on how it feels. Now relax. Feel the tension
flow out of your arm. Feel the ten:;ion flow down through your shoulder,
down through your forearm, and down and out through your hand and fingers.
Breathe deeply and slowly. Now concentrate on your left arm. Make a fist
with your left hand--feel the tensl:n all through your arm. Squeeze as
hard as you can--tighter. Feel the muscles start to ache--now relax.
Feel the tension flow down your arm. Feel your arm relax as the tension
slips down from your shoulder, down your arm, and down and out through
your hand and fingers. Your arm feels reiaxed. Now make a fist again--
tighten up your whole arm-. Feel the tension in your arm--all the way up
through your shoulder. Hold that t,ension--now relax. Feel the tension
flowing down your arm and oui thror-rgh your hand. Feel how relaxed and
heavy your arms feei. Both your arms feel very relaxed. Concentrate on
your arms--searcn out for any remaining spots of tension and concentrate
uir fe Iaxii'rg them--t'elax. Br eathe deeply ancj siowly. Both of your arms
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are very, very relaxed.
Now concentrate on your right Ir-.9. Tighten your right leg. Feel
the tension in your leg--al I the way from your toes up through your
calf--up through your knee--up through your thigh--feel that tension.
Hold that 'Lension. Now relax. Feel your leg relax. Feel the tension
flow down through your right leg--feel it flow down and out through your
right foot. Your leg feels very relaxed. Tighten your right leg again--
feel the tension in your leg--feel the tension all through your leg--
now relax. Feel the tension flow down through your thigh, down through
your knee, down through your calf, and down and out through your toes.
Feel how relaxed your leg feeis. Ncw tighten your left leg. FeeI the
tension in your left leg. Feel the tension flow through your leg--feel
your muscles ache with the tightness of the tension--squeeze all the
muscles as tightly as possible. Relax. Feel the tension flow down and
out through your left leg. Feel all. the muscles in your left leg relax.
Tighten your left leg again. Feel the tension, feel the tightness in
your Ieft leg. Hold the tension in your Ieg. Now relax. Feel the tension
flow down through your thigh, down 1:hrough your knee, down through your
calf, and down and out through your toes. Your left leg feels very
relaxed. Feel how relaxed your legs feel. Feel how relaxed your arms feel.
Your arms and legs feel very relaxe,J and heavy. All the tension is gone
from your arms and legs. Breathe slowly and deeply. Your arms and legs
feel very heavy.
Now concentrate on your lower back. Tighten your iower back as tight
as you can--squeeze your but*uocks together as tightly as possible--feel
the tension in your lower back--hold it. Now relar. Feel the tension
flow down through your back and buttocks. Feel the tension leave your back.
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Now tighten your lower back again. Hold the tension in the muscles of your
Iower back. Squeeze your buttocks together. Feel your back ache with the
tightness--hold that tightness and tension. Now relax. Feel the tension
flow out of your lower back. Feel the tension release, and the muscles
start to loosen. Your lower back ferels relaxed. Your arms and legs feel
relaxed. Now concentrate on your ut)per back and shoulders. Scrunch your
shoulders up around your ears. Feel the tension in your upper back and in
your shoulders. Hold that tension--.relax. Feel the tension flow down
through your back and out--your bacll is relaxed. Tighten your upper back
and shoulders again. Feel the tenslon in your upper back and shoulders.
Scrunch your shoulders up and feei *"he tightness--hold that tension. Now
relax. Feel the tension flow through your upper back and shoulders. Feel
how relaxed your upper back and 5hqr.,rlders feel. Your whole back feels
very relaxed.
Concentrate on your face. Scrunch up all the muscles in your face--
feel the tension in your facial muscles. Your f.ce is all scrunched up.
Hold the tightness in your face--now relax. Feel the tension flow out of
the muscies in your face. Your face feels relaxed. Now tighten up your
face again--scrunch up your eyebroh's, purse your lips, and feel the
tightness throughout your entire face. Hold that tightness. Now relax.
Feel the tightness flow out of your face, your facial muscles are relaxing.
your face feels very reiaxed. Your neck and shoulders feel very relaxed.
ycir upper and lower back feel very relaxed. Your legs feel very relaxed,
yL. r arms feel very relaxed. Feel the tension flow out of your body--your
whrle body feels ver^y relaxed and heavy. F-oei for any tension ieft in ycur
boriy--concentrate ori releasing thaL tension. Your bcdy is very relaxed-
Breat,he s).ovi11r and deePlY.
Stay where you are for a while and enjrDy the feeling of your entire
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body being relaxed. After you enjoy the feeling of relaxation for a
while, slowly get up and return to your activities. You feel very
relaxed and refreshed.
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#9 SUCCTS;S
This exercise is designed to increase competence. Success experiences
are ensured through lead-ups and otherr progressive experiences. In diving,
for example, many divers fear reverse dives. In "success," the diver would
begin by jumping off the board. The diver would obviousiy experience success
at that level of the skitl. The divt:r would then orogress to "fanny busiers,"
which involve jumping off the side o't the pooi and forming a v-seat. Divers
can perform this Iead-up until they are comfortabie, and experience success
at this stage. After "fanny busters," divers can progress to the board and
perform "football punts," where they run to the end of the board and pretend
they are punting a football as they reach the end of the board. This lead-
up helps in learning body rotation. Divers can experience success at this
skill, and gain confidence that they wili not hit the diving board when
performing a reverse dive. When the athletes are comfortable at this stage,
they can progress to an actual reverse dive.
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#10 APPROACH
This exercise is designed to rncrease approach behavior. Approach
behavior to the feared activity is rewarded in this exercise. Rewards
can be related or non-related to the activity. An activity related reward
might be if a fearful diver performs a certain stage of the feared dive,
he/she is exempt from one set of toe raises during strengthening. A non-
activity related reward might be if the fearful diver performs a certain
st,age of the feared dive, he/she mLight get a predetermined number of chips,
which add up towards a coupon for an ice cream sundae or other goodie!
Use of group support is very beneficial. The coach can talk to the
team as a whole and invoke support and insight from teammates. 0thers
on the team can help in rewarding attempts and in keeping the individual
athlete "on track" and not spendirrg time on avoidance behavior. In this
exercise, athletes will master lead-ups and use slow progressions towards
performing the feared skill.
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#11 TAKE A RiSK
This exercise is designed to increase components of self-confidence
and modify the behavior/avoidance r:omponent of fear of injury. One day
each week during the season, the athletes add a small new component to
their routine or activity. This is designed to add a new dimension and
a very small risk into the activity. The added component can be related
or unrelated to the sports performance in competition, but merely adds
another item to master. The component can be as simple as adding a
twist to a dive, a handclap, or other simple skills. The point is to add
a small enough skill to be easily mastered. This introduces a smail risk,
enabling the athlete to add a risk, master the risk, and build feelings
of competence, control, commitment, and increase approach behavior to
taking risks.
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DOI S
DONl丁
DO:S AND DON:丁S
D0 end each practice with a successful experience.
D0 reward attempts towards a defined goal (reducing fear of injury).
D0 encourage athletes to share their feelings as well as performance.
D0 utilize the support of teanrmates.
D0 learn well or overlearn (s;lightly) lead-ups to the feared activity.
D0 try to create a successfui. and supportive environment.
D0 encourage athletes to masi:er new ski11s.
D0 be spec i f i c wi th pra i se and rewarrjs.
D0 be consistent with praise and rewards.
D0 give more positive than nr:gative feedback.
D0 encourage athletes to use failures as information, not evaluation.
D0 set goals (by next week, I will attempt a cartwheel on the beam).
DON'T confuse fear of injury with a lack of effort or achievement.
DON't reward time wasted stalling on already well-learned lead-ups
and skills.
DON'T be sarcastic or t^idicLtle athietes.
DON'T ignore the problem anc have the athlete quit rather than conquer
their fear--in that sit.uation both the athlete and the team lose.
DQN'T force athletes to perf'orm skills they are not yet competent to
perform.
DON'T let the athlete avoid workin-q towards reducir. their fear of
injury.
DQN'T point out bad example:; unless you have a remedy for them.
' DON'T address errors uniess they are ccnstant. errors'
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